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Moving to Electronic Tri-fold 

Delivering the right information to the right people at the right time can be difficult.  Introduce multiple online systems – such as 

docketing, document management, and content-rich email – and multiple paper file rooms (potentially across multiple offices), and it 

can be a daunting task to even know if you have the right version in your hands. The ‘Electronic Tri-fold’ concept provides a one-stop 

‘online’ shop for critical information pertinent to the IP practitioner when they need it most, expediting a multi -collaborator process 

and reducing the risk of using outdated or incorrect data.    

Critical information is everywhere 

Too many sources:  essential information – ranging from docket dates to client instructions to Office Actions – lives in many 

systems, requiring searching every time an IP practitioner is moving forward with patent prosecution.  After conducting a min i-

investigation, the questions remain: do you have the most current version of the document? Is there more information you failed to 

uncover? 

Too many choices: smart IP management systems should provide IP practitioners the information they need when they need it.  

Sorting through the options available on an application – training oneself to think like the software – is not a useful exercise.  Within 

a smart workflow, an IP partner should not have to solve a puzzle to craft an Office Action response.   

Consolidate and focus on substantive work  

Digitize: moving all patent 

prosecution information online 

is a critical first step for 

breaking the dependencies on 

location and ‘tribal knowledge’ 

of the most recent version.  

This creates opportunities to 

shift work to different locations 

and save bottom-line dollars 

on paper storage.  Most 

importantly, it creates a trusted 

single matter-centric view, significantly reducing the risk of mistakes and costly re-work.  
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Automate: smart 

applications provide a 

single interface to access 

data from different online 

sources, whether from the 

document management 

system or docketing or 

other sources-of-record.  

Based upon completion of 

tasks or time-based 

requirements, smart 

applications provide IP practitioners the information and functionality required to move patent prosecution forward quickly and 

seamlessly with an intuitive and sensible user experience. 

Above the fold 

At Aurora North, we have spent the last twenty years working with IP firms to solve business problems through process and 

technology improvements.  ‘Electronic Tri-fold’ is one of the many topics affecting IP firms that we’re tracking. Contact us at 

sales@auroranorth.com to discuss how we can be of service to you. 
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